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Using Environmental Features to Maximize
Prediction of Regional Intergroup Bias

Eric Hehman1 , Eugene K. Ofosu1, and Jimmy Calanchini2

Abstract

The present research adopts a data-driven approach to identify how characteristics of the environment are related to different
types of regional in-group biases. After consolidating a large data set of environmental attributes (N ¼ 813), we used modern
model selection techniques (i.e., elastic net regularization) to develop parsimonious models for regional implicit and explicit
measures of race-, religious-, sexuality-, age-, and health-based in-group biases. Developed models generally predicted large
amounts of variance in regional biases, up to 62%, and predicted significantly and substantially more variance in regional biases than
basic regional demographics. Human features of the environment and events in the environment strongly and consistently
predicted biases, but nonhuman features of the environment and population characteristics inconsistently predicted biases.
Results implicate shared psychological causes of different regional intergroup biases, reveal distinctions between biases, and
contribute to developing theoretical models of regional bias.
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A new front to understanding intergroup biases has opened in

the past 5 years. Traditionally, research has focused on individ-

ual variability in bias. In contrast, recent work has examined

the intergroup biases of populations. By geolocating partici-

pants and examining shared biases of people within the same

geographic area, this approach examines between-region varia-

tion in bias and its outcomes. For instance, this approach has

revealed that in regions where White people are more impli-

citly biased against Black people, more Black people are killed

by police (Hehman et al., 2018). Other research adopting a

regional approach has found links between regional intergroup

biases and health (Leitner et al., 2016a, 2016b; Orchard &

Price, 2017), segregation (Rae et al., 2015), ethnic diversity

(Sadler & Devos, 2018), education (Riddle & Sinclair, 2019),

and federal policy (Leitner et al., 2018; Ofosu et al., 2019).

Research investigating the relationships between regional

intergroup bias and its consequences is important for a variety

of reasons. First, this approach allows social scientists to exam-

ine the role of bias in consequential, real-world events (i.e.,

being killed by police, disciplinary actions in school) that are

almost impossible to study in the lab with any degree of ecolo-

gical validity. Second, while the magnitude of relationship

between individual-level bias and behavior has tended to be

meaningful but small (Greenwald et al., 2009; Kurdi et al.,

2019; Oswald et al., 2013; Schmidt & Nosek, 2010), relation-

ships between regional aggregates of bias and behavior appear

to be more robust (Hehman et al., 2019; Payne et al., 2017).

Therefore, the continued exploration of regional bias and its

potential predictors and correlates appears to be a worthwhile

endeavor.

Yet with this new approach come new concerns, both meth-

odological and theoretical. When studying individuals in a

laboratory setting, a fixed amount of information is obtained

throughout the data collection process, constrained by the accu-

mulative time and effort of each measure. Researchers make

theory-informed decisions regarding what information to col-

lect, and this researcher-driven approach necessarily constrains

the relationships that can be uncovered, as researchers can only

explore the limited information collected.

In contrast, when geographic regions rather than individuals

are the unit of analysis, a virtually unlimited number of vari-

ables can be considered. Any variable from any source that

describes a region could be included in a model. This

“kitchen-sink” approach allows for the bottom-up discovery

of relationships that researchers may not have anticipated and

therefore would be unable to find in a more researcher-

constrained approach. Furthermore, this data-driven technique

positions researchers to potentially explain a large percentage
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of variance in the outcome of interest. The advantages inherent

in such prediction-focused methods have been increasingly

advocated for in social science research (Yarkoni & Westfall,

2017).

The Present Research

We began by collating a large data set (N ¼ 813) of regional

characteristics of the environmental context, with limited

constraints on the features included. Because our ultimate aim

was to inform causal theories of intergroup bias, we excluded

variables that could plausibly be expected to be the direct or

indirect by-products of intergroup biases. Following the

compilation of the data sets, we used a modern model selection

technique—elastic net regularization—to identify the environ-

mental features to retain in parsimonious models of implicit

and explicit intergroup bias in different domains. The resulting

parsimonious models were then analyzed in a more traditional

linear regression framework to estimate relationships with var-

ious biases. Finally, we interpreted results with a focus on the

extent to which any relationships that emerged were consistent

with modern theories of intergroup bias.

Method

Region of Analysis

We focused our analysis on core-based statistical areas

(CBSAs), which are defined by the U.S. Office of Management

and Budget as areas of at least 10,000 people and adjacent areas

socioeconomically linked with an urban center by commuting.

In contrast to smaller (e.g., counties) or larger (e.g., state, prov-

ince) regions of analysis, CBSAs maximize spatial resolution

while grouping qualitatively similar regions into units of

analysis. We included Washington, DC, and excluded U.S.

territories.

Source of Data

Implicit and explicit in-group bias. We operationalized bias at the

CBSA level by aggregating individual-level data from Project

Implicit. Project Implicit is a website measuring explicit and

implicit bias regarding a variety of social groups and relation-

ships. In the present work, we focus on six different types of

biases: White–Black, notMuslim–Muslim, straight–gay,

notObese–obese, abled–disabled, and young–old. We selected

these biases because we expected them to have both some

shared and unique predictors.

We included data from Project Implicit respondents who

had completed measures of their implicit and explicit attitudes

in one of these domains. Implicit bias was assessed with an

implicit association test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998), a

speeded dual-categorization task in which respondents simulta-

neously categorized social targets (e.g., pictures of Black and

White people) and attributes (e.g., pleasant and unpleasant

words) by timed computer-key press. The speed with which

people respond to one set of target-attribute pairings (e.g.,

White-Good, Black-Bad) relative to the other set of pairings

(e.g., White-Bad, Black-Good) is thought to reflect the strength

with which the target categories are associated with one versus

the other attribute category. For all IATs, the attribute stimuli

were pleasant and unpleasant words, and the target stimuli var-

ied across IATs depending on the bias being measured (e.g.,

White–Black, straight–gay). Implicit bias was calculated

according to the recommended D scoring algorithm (Green-

wald et al., 2003). For all analyses, we used data only from

respondents who had geographic information available and

who were in the United States. We additionally excluded

respondents with response latencies faster than 300 ms on

10% or more of trials as recommended by Greenwald and col-

leagues (2003).

Explicit attitudes were assessed using a single item asking

about attitudes toward one group relative to the other. Recent

research focusing on racial bias found this single-item measure

to have the highest correlation with the IAT D, relative to other

explicit measures (Axt, 2018). Both the explicit and implicit

bias measures were calculated such that more positive values

represent more positive attitudes toward the normatively higher

status group (i.e., White people, non-Muslims, heterosexual

people, thin people).

To increase the theoretical precision and interpretability of

the present research, we focus only on in-group bias. Conse-

quently, we included in analyses only respondents who

belonged to in the normatively higher status group for each data

set. See Table 1 for inclusion criteria and final n. These were

aggregated into CBSAs for which data were available (n ¼
338). Responses were completed between 2002 and 2018 and

are collapsed across time.

Environmental features. Our goal was to develop causal models

of regional intergroup bias. Because temporal precedent is nec-

essary for establishing causality, we excluded from our initial

data set any environmental features that could plausibly be

Table 1. Inclusion Criteria and Final n for Various Data Sets.

Bias Final n Inclusion Criteria

White–Black 2,729,570 Self-reported non-Hispanic Whites
only

NotMuslim–Muslim 114,248 Self-reported non-Hispanic Whites
only

Excluded self-reported Arabic or
Muslim respondents

Straight–gay 931,834 Self-reported heterosexual
respondents only

NotObese–obese a 980,964 Self-reported 10 < body mass index
< 30

Did not self-identify as “moderately
overweight” or “very overweight”

Abled–disabled 287,296 Self-reported no disability
Young–old 814,351 Self-reported 15 < age < 45

aIn this task, participants responded to the category labels “thin” versus “fat”;
consequently, we are examining the extent to which nonobese individuals
evaluate the categories thin versus fat.
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direct or indirect downstream consequences of intergroup bias

as predicted by theory. For instance, such by-products might

include racial or ethnic differences in crime rates, segregation,

socioeconomic status, or disciplinary rates in school. Of course,

whether a given variable is a cause or consequence of bias is a

difficult question to answer definitively because it is likely that

many have a bidirectional relationship with bias. Conse-

quently, we adopted a conservative approach and culled from

the initial data set any variables whose temporal precedence

to bias could not be clearly established.

Based on these variables, we created a taxonomy of features

included in the model: (1) human features of the environment

(e.g., average number of mental health providers, population

density), (2) nonhuman features of the environment (e.g., aver-

age daily precipitation, water area in square miles), (3) events

in environment (e.g., average alcoholic impaired driving

deaths, premature deaths), and (4) population characteristics

(e.g., percentage of Hmong who self-report speaking English

very well, men aged 30–34 in the armed forces). This taxon-

omy helps to organize our findings but is unavoidably subjec-

tive, and we acknowledge that some variables could reasonably

belong to multiple categories (see Supplementary Materials for

conceptual definitions).

Inclusion of environmental features was constrained by the

availability of data. The techniques employed could not accom-

modate missing data, so included data contained a value for

every CBSA for each variable. Ultimately 813 variables were

integrated from the following sources: the 2016 American

Community Survey 5-year estimates, the Web-based Injury

Statistics Query and Reporting System, the Integrated Postse-

condary Education Data System, the Center for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention WONDER database, the North America

Land Data Assimilation System, the Moderate Resolution Ima-

ging Spectroradiometer, the Federal Bureau of Investigation

Uniform Crime Reporting database, and the National Occupa-

tional Respiratory Mortality System. Broadly, these sources

provided information on population demographics, health care,

health metrics, topographical features, weather, temperature,

and crime. A full list of these variables, their origin, and

description is available in the Supplementary Materials

(https://osf.io/dcvq4/).

Analytic Approach

Model selection. Model selection was completed using elastic

net regularization (Hastie & Zou, 2005). Elastic net regulariza-

tion seeks to balance two competing goals in model develop-

ment: explanatory power and parsimony. Maximizing

variance explained focuses the model on the factors most

related to the phenomenon. All else equal, models with more

variables will always explain more variance than models with

fewer variables, yet highly complex models (i.e., large numbers

of predictors) become unwieldily and less likely to generalize.

Therefore, parsimonious models that predict the most variance

from the fewest predictors are desirable. Regularization

helps find an optimal balance of explanatory power and

parsimony—that is, minimizing both error and complexity—

by including an extra term in the regression equation (l)

reflecting the complexity of the model. This term “shrinks”

coefficients in the model to zero as model complexity

increases. When l¼ 0, the model is the same as traditional lin-

ear regression (i.e., no shrinkage). When l ¼ 1, there are no

variables in the model (i.e., all coefficients shrunk to zero).

Simple models will have higher overall error and lower com-

plexity, while models with many predictors will have reduced

error but higher complexity. The optimal value of l balances

error with complexity. Elastic net regularization is ideal for the

present research, which includes highly correlated variables

and more variables than units of analysis (i.e., regions; Hastie

& Zou, 2005).

In the present research, the optimal value of l was selected

using cross-validation in the R package glmnet (Friedman

et al., 2010). Specifically, we performed 10-fold cross-

validation, randomly dividing the data set into 10 nonoverlap-

ping subsets (i.e., folds) of roughly equal size. The model is fit

on the first 9 folds, and validated on the remaining fold, repeat-

edly in an iterative fashion. This process reduces the possibility

of developing a model so specific to our data that it would not

generalize to other data (i.e., overfitting). We selected l based

on the values that minimized cross-validated 10-fold error (see

Supplementary Figure 1). Code for reproducing this analytic

pipeline is available at https://osf.io/dcvq4/

Parsimonious models. Variables with nonzero coefficients at the

selected optimal levels of l were subsequently entered into lin-

ear regression models to assess their coefficients and overall

variance explained by each model.

Results

Total Variance Explained

The parsimonious models had, on average, 30.5 predictors

(SD ¼ 13.5), indicating that 3.8% of the variables in the orig-

inal data set were ultimately retained. The 12 models varied

substantially in how much total variance was explained by

environmental features. For instance, the models explained

*50%–60% of variance in regional explicit young–old bias,

and implicit and explicit straight–gay, implicit and explicit

White–Black biases; and *10%–40% of regional variance in

implicit young–old bias, and implicit and explicit notMus-

lim–Muslim, notObese–obese, and abled–disabled biases

(Table 2). Generally, the models explained similar amounts

of variance in implicit and explicit bias, with the exception

of young–old and notObese–obese, which both explained more

variance in explicit than implicit bias.

Relationships Between Environmental Features
and In-Group Biases

The large number of predictors in our models increases

the likelihood that any specific relationship is spurious.
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Consequently, we interpret the patterns of results from the per-

spective of the taxonomy developed above, as a window into

latent factors that might underlie these relationships, and focus

especially on relationships that persist across multiple domains

of bias (e.g., race, sexual orientation) and measurement types

(i.e., implicit, explicit).

Human features of the environment. One cluster of significant

predictors related to the availability of health care in a region.

The most frequently predictive—mental health providers—was

negatively related to bias in 7 of the 12 models (Figure 1).

Overall, more health care is available in less biased regions,

with the exception of dentists: More dentists are available in

regions with more in-group bias.

Nonhuman features of environment. Regions in which White peo-

ple demonstrate more implicit or explicit in-group bias are

characterized by higher maximum heat indices. Similarly,

regions with higher explicit White–Black or notMuslim–

Muslim bias are characterized by more air pollution. No other

relationships consistently emerged in this category of predic-

tors, so we refrain from further interpreting these relationships.

Events in environment. Another cluster of significant predictors

related to negative health outcomes, which were often related

to increased levels of in-group bias. For instance, rate of prema-

ture death was positively correlated with increased preferences

for the in-group in 6 of the 12 models and consistently pre-

dicted both implicit and explicit bias in these six models. It was

descriptively the largest average standardized coefficient

(Mb¼ .28, range¼ .19–.42). Total deaths due to injury, obesity

rate, and smoking rate were all linked with increased implicit

and explicit bias. Yet this potential link between negative

health outcomes and in-group bias was not entirely consistent,

as some were significantly associated with less in-group bias.

For instance, teen birth rate and excessive drinking rate were

significantly linked with less explicit straight–gay bias.

Population characteristics. No other relationships consistently

emerged in this category of predictors, which are largely drawn

from the U.S. census, so we refrain from further interpreting

these possibly spurious relationships.

Addressing Alternative Explanations

When we selected data for inclusion in our models of environ-

mental features that predict in-group bias, we sought to avoid

circularity by excluding constructs that were likely direct con-

sequences of in-group bias (e.g., residential segregation). That

said, it is still possible that some of the data included are rela-

tively more distal by-products or proxies for in-group bias. For

instance, the proportion of health care providers in a region

might reflect providers choosing locations based on the

average income, education, politics, or other demographic

characteristics of the population—and these choices might

Figure 1. The core-based statistical areas included in our analyses. Colors are determined by the two largest and most consistent predictors in
our analyses: the percentage of mental health providers (negatively related to many biases) and the rate of premature death (positively related to
many biases). Darker colors are regions in which there are higher levels of bias as a function of these variables.
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reasonably be influenced by in-group biases. To rule out such

possibilities, we collated demographic variables typically con-

trolled for in regional research (Hehman et al., 2018; Leitner

et al., 2016a, 2018; Orchard & Price, 2017; Riddle & Sinclair,

2019). These consisted of 5-year estimates from the 2016

American Community Survey of regional socioeconomic sta-

tus (i.e., income), education (i.e., percentage of population 25

and older with at least a bachelor’s degree), employment

(i.e., percentage of population 16 and older who were

employed), and political orientation (i.e., average CBSA-

level voteshare percentage difference between the primary

Democratic candidates (Obama and Clinton) and Republican

candidates (Romney and Trump) of the past two U.S. presiden-

tial elections. In addition, recent research has highlighted links

between former slave statehood and regional White–Black

bias (Payne et al., 2019), and we additionally included this

information operationalized as a contrast-coded variable

regarding whether or not a state considered slavery legal

in 1846, when the maximum number of states (N ¼ 15) had

legalized slavery.

In a hierarchical regression approach, we first created a

demographic base model including these variables. In a second

step, we then entered the parsimonious models created above

and examined variance explained above and beyond the base

models. Statistical comparisons of the two models were done

with DR2 tests. Results are presented in Table 3.

All parsimonious models explained significantly and substan-

tially more variance than the base model, which conceptually

Table 2. Variance Explained and Standardized Coefficients of all Significant Variables (a ¼ .05) in Parsimonious Linear Models, Sorted by Fre-
quency Across Different Models and Organized by Our Taxonomy. a

Type of Prejudice

Straight–Gay White–Black Young–Old
NotMuslim–

Muslim
NotObese–

Obese Abled–Disabled

Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit

Variance explained (adjusted R2) .62 .51 .48 .58 .29 .49 .25 .23 .12 .37 .14 .12
Human features of environment

1. Percentage mental health providers �0.30 �0.28 �0.22 �0.23 �0.12 �0.22 �0.21 0.17
2. Commute length �0.20 �0.23 �0.15 �0.16
3. Percentage primary care physicians �0.19 �0.15 �0.20
4. Total family therapists �0.18
5. Percentage dentists 0.12 0.21 0.19
6. Other primary care providers �0.09
7. Total primary care physicians �0.08

Nonhuman features of environment
8. Precipitation �0.13
9. Maximum heat index 0.22 0.23
10. Water area 0.09
11. Air pollution 0.15 0.15
12. Minimum air temperature 0.18

Events in environment
13. Rate of premature death 0.27 0.21 0.35 0.42 0.19 0.24
14. Rate of obesity 0.3 0.17
15. Total injury deaths 0.11
16. Rate of teenage births �0.18
17. Percentage excessive drinking �0.26
18. Total violent crimes 0.14 �0.09
19. Rate of violent crimes �0.17 �0.25
20. Rate of injury deaths �0.17 �0.12
21. Rate of homicides �0.13 0.15
22. Percentage smoking 0.22

Population characteristics
23. Black or African American 0.34 0.19
24. Men, 20–21, armed forces 0.11
25. Women, 18–24, associate’s degree 0.21
26. Women, 65–74, veteran �0.29
27. Women, 60–61, armed forces 0.13
28. Hmong, speak English very well 0.30
29. Men, 16–19, armed forces 0.16
30. German, speak English less than very well 0.23
31. American Indian and Alaska Native �0.26
32. Serbo-Croat, speak English less than very well �0.13
33. Gujarati, speak English less than very well 0.23
34. Women, 45–54 0.13
35. Navajo, speak English less than very well �0.11

aPositive coefficients indicate a larger pro-in-group bias relative to the out-group. To identify actual variable name, link numbers in table (e.g., 20) with Supple-
mentary Materials (https://osf.io/dcvq4/).
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demonstrates that the environmental features included in our

models are independent from basic demographics.

Examining the Predictive Validity of Environmental
Features

The models we have developed in the present research gener-

ally explain a substantial percentage of variance in regional

implicit and explicit in-group bias and explain variance in

bias above and beyond what is explained by demographics.

Yet it is important to examine the validity of these models

by predicting outcomes beyond that on which the models were

trained. Consequently, we next examined the extent to which

the environmental features in our models predicted other out-

comes that previous research has identified as being related to

intergroup bias.

We limited validation to four outcomes theoretically

linked with White–Black bias: racially segregated housing,

the number of Black individuals killed by police, disparities

in education-related outcomes, and disparities in income.1

Previous work has linked these outcomes with White–Black

racial bias (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Hehman et al., 2018;

Rae et al., 2015; Riddle & Sinclair, 2019). Segregation was

represented by the isolation index as calculated by Logan and

Stults (2011), and disproportionate deaths from police as cal-

culated by Hehman and colleagues (2018). White–Black dif-

ferential high-school graduation rates and median incomes

were obtained from 5-year estimates of the American Com-

munity Survey.

Eight separate models were run in a linear regression frame-

work. Each dependent variable above was regressed on only

the parsimonious models of White–Black implicit or explicit

bias as identified by the elastic net regularization approach.

Outputs from full models are available at https://osf.io/dcvq4/

All models explained significantly more variance than 0

(F-statistic ps < .05), yet varied in their predictive ability

(Table 4). Environmental features most strongly explained

regional variation in racial segregation, followed by high-

school graduation rate disparities, and median income dispari-

ties. Environmental features explained relatively little regional

variation in disproportionate deaths by police. There were no

differences in the predictive ability of the parsimonious models

trained on implicit and explicit bias. Taken together, models of

environmental features that were built to maximize variance-

explained in White–Black racial bias also predicted signifi-

cant—and in most cases, substantial—variance in outcomes

that are theoretically linked with racial bias.

General Discussion

The present research adopted a data-driven model-selection

approach to maximize variance-explained in regional

in-group biases. This approach removes researcher-based con-

straints, allowing for the discovery of new links with regional

biases. The 12 models developed here generally have a high

degree of explanatory power, are capturing meaningful varia-

tion beyond basic demographics, and have ecological validity

in terms of predicting theorized downstream consequences of

White–Black racial bias. Across models, a number of consis-

tent patterns emerged, lending insight into theories of inter-

group bias.

The present research examined a great deal of possible rela-

tionships and revealed a large number of associations with bias.

Some of these relationships are almost certainly spurious,

which is why we do not interpret every relationship identified

but, instead, focus on relationships that persist across multiple

domains of bias and measurement types.

Implications of Shared Predictors

Classic research on intergroup bias at the individual level has

generally concluded that when a person is biased against one

group (e.g., Black people), they are likely also biased against

others (e.g., Asian people; Altemeyer, 1988). The present

research suggests a similar clustering effect at the regional

level, in that different types of in-group biases are comorbid

with others: White–Black, young–old, notMuslim–Muslim,

and straight–gay biases are all related to some similar environ-

mental features, such as health care providers and negative

health outcomes (see Supplementary Table 1 for correlation

matrix of all biases). The presence of shared predictors is

Table 3. Differences in Variance Explained (DR2) Between Base
Demographic Model and Full Parsimonious Models for Each Type of
In-Group Bias.

Models

Variance Explained

Base Full D

Straight–Gay Explicit .44 .68 .24
Implicit .38 .74 .36

White–Black Explicit .17 .62 .46
Implicit .15 .48 .32

Young–Old Explicit .21 .54 .33
Implicit .14 .41 .27

NotMuslim–Muslim Explicit .20 .34 .14
Implicit .12 .28 .16

NotObese–Obese Explicit .15 .39 .24
Implicit .07 .12 .05

Abled–Disabled Explicit .04 .12 .07
Implicit .06 .19 .13

Note. All Fs > 8, ps < .001.

Table 4. Variance in Outcomes Theoretically Linked to Racial Bias
Explained by the Parsimonious Models.

Outcomes

Variance Explained (Adjusted R2)

Implicit Explicit

Residential segregation .59 .57
Disproportionate deaths by police .07 .10
High-school graduation disparities .50 .50
Median income disparities .28 .31
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consistent with the perspective that intergroup biases have a

common root. The exception to this tendency is notObese–

obese biases, which did not share many predictors with the

other biases. Together, this pattern tentatively suggests

regional notObese–obese biases are distinct from the others

in the present research.

Implications of Variance Explained

The models of environmental features developed here explain

high percentages of variance in both implicit and explicit mea-

sures of regional White–Black, young–old, and straight–gay

biases. These findings are consistent with the “Bias of Crowds”

model, which posits that implicit biases are largely a product of

contexts (Payne et al., 2017). Yet the present research repre-

sents an extension of the Bias of Crowds model, which limits

its claims to implicit bias. Recent research has found that

regional aggregates of implicit and explicit bias are more

strongly correlated (r ¼ .6–.8) than is typically observed at the

individual level (r ¼ .1–.3), and the size of this correlation

increases as the size of the regional aggregate increases (Heh-

man et al., 2019). Previously, relationships between implicit

and explicit biases at the regional level had only been exam-

ined for straight–gay and White–Black attitudes (Hehman

et al., 2018; Leitner et al., 2016a; Ofosu et al., 2019; Orchard

& Price, 2017; Riddle & Sinclair, 2019), and the present

research extends these findings to four additional intergroup

domains. Together, these results suggest a large role of envi-

ronmental context in both implicit and explicit measures of

regional bias.

In comparison to White–Black, Young–Old, and Straight–

Gay biases, our models of environmental features explained

relatively less variance in notMuslim–Muslim, notObese–

obese, and abled–disabled biases. One explanation for this dis-

parity is that we may not have included the variables related to

these biases. Other research has demonstrated that media-

related fat-shaming events are associated with spikes in notOb-

ese–obese biases (Ravary et al., 2019). Such events are not

included in the present data set, and we may be missing other

important predictors. Alternatively, these biases may be better

understood to reflect individual differences (e.g., personality,

experience) rather than as products of environmental features.

The Bias of Crowds model (Payne et al., 2017) makes a similar

point about political attitudes. Taken together, these results

highlight that some of these biases are distinct, potentially indi-

cating diverse psychological sources.

Integrating Results With Modern Theory

The extent to which environmental features relate to in-group

biases can be interpreted through the lens of existing intergroup

dynamics theory. First, the finding that negative health out-

comes are generally linked with increased levels of in-group

biases is consistent with multiple theoretical frameworks. To

the extent that negative health outcomes in a region threaten the

in-group’s status, social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986)

predicts that in-group bias can buffer group status and thereby

preserve self-esteem. Social identity theory posits a causal

health ! bias relationship, but the reverse is also consistent

with our findings. Biopsychosocial challenge and threat models

(Mendes et al., 2002; Tomaka et al., 1993) argue that living in

prejudiced environments is stressful for both targets of preju-

dice and prejudiced people, and this stress is associated with

a host of negative health outcomes (Pascoe & Richman,

2009). Our data cannot speak to causality and are consistent

with both perspectives.

That said, the strong negative relationship between avail-

ability of health care providers and bias does not appear to

be consistent with any prominent theories of in-group bias.

This relationship is not simply a function of demographics,

as demonstrated in the “Addressing Alternative Explanations”

subsection. Previous research has found a relationship

between the White–Black bias of White people and state-

level Medicaid spending in the United States (Leitner et al.,

2018): Because Black people in the United States dispropor-

tionately benefit from Medicaid, discrimination might mani-

fest in limited funds to public-health networks. Yet the

present research finds this same pattern across all types of

biases examined (with the exception of the two biases actually

related to health: notObese–obese and abled–disabled) indi-

cating that the relationship between in-group bias and access

to health care may be more general.

Ultimately, the results of the present research might be used

in several ways. Practically, the developed models can help

predict when and where bias and bias-related outcomes might

be most likely to occur. Theoretically, the novel associations

with different types and clusters of variables identified here

might be fruitfully pursued by either confirmatory or

hypothesis-driven research. Furthermore, the results of this

research have important implications for future statistical mod-

eling of regional bias. Depending on the questions being pur-

sued, some of these identified clusters of variables with

consistent relationships with bias might be considered impor-

tant covariates in future models.

Limitations

The present research is limited in several ways. The “third-

variable problem” may be particularly evident here. To the

extent that important variables were not included in the original

data set prior to model selection, they could not emerge in the

results. We adopted a kitchen-sink approach to minimize the

third-variable problem, but it can never be ruled out. Although

the present research included orders of magnitude more vari-

ables than are typically examined in psychological research,

future work might repeat our approach with additional vari-

ables included to hone the predictive ability of the models.

Relatedly, we have identified variables that are consistently

associated with different types of biases, but they may be indi-

rect proxies of other variables more directly causally responsi-

ble for these biases. Additionally, our models do not account

for curvilinear effects or interactions.
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Individuals visiting Project Implicit are not representative of

the general North American population, so any conclusions

drawn from these data do not necessarily generalize to the pop-

ulation at large. That said, previous published research examin-

ing disparities in health care (Orchard & Price, 2017), policing

(Hehman et al., 2018), mortality (Leitner et al., 2016b, 2016a),

and other outcomes indicate that the biases of Project Implicit

respondents predict important real-world outcomes. In the

present research, our models built on Project Implicit data also

predict a high percentage of variance in real-world outcomes,

which bolsters their validity. Recent research has found strong

correspondence between biases as measured by Project Implicit

with those measured in representative samples (Hehman et al.,

2019; Ofosu et al., 2019). These findings indicate that data

from Project Implicit perform like representative data at least

in some contexts. Future research should continue to carefully

examine this issue of representativeness, or collect data

enabling them to weight Project Implicit data (Hoover & Deh-

ghani, in press), making it more representative.

Conclusion

Testing psychological hypotheses at a regional level is a rela-

tively new approach to studying intergroup biases, and it comes

with unique challenges and opportunities. The present data-

driven research reveals distinctions between different types

of in-group bias and how well they can be explained by

environmental features. Implicit and explicit measures of

in-group biases were consistently and equally explained by

environmental features. Furthermore, results reveal support for

existing models of bias (i.e., negative health outcomes) while

uncovering novel relationships (i.e., health care providers).

Future researchers dealing with regional data might employ

similar techniques to develop parsimonious models and

further our understanding of environmental contributors to

in-group bias.
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Note

1. Here, we focus only White–Black bias because outcomes associ-

ated with the other biases examined have not been clearly deli-

neated by previous research and theory.
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